A partial sur vey of cylindrical antenna t heor y pertaining to a t ubular model wit h a narrow gap is presented . The survey includes disc ussion of t he theories of H a llen Kin g a nd J\lIidd.leton, Storm, and Zuhrt. A cOl:ceptual relation between t heory and e xp~rime nt is descl'lbed . The latter part of t he artICle is concerned wit h a new Fourier series solu t ion of t he H a lle n equation. This solution is developed in s uch a way t hat t he expa nsion coe rficlen ts arc t he unknowns of a system of lineal' equat ions. The ele ments of t he coe ffi cie nt m at ri x are give n by a highly convergent series. N umeri cal res ults a re give n for ha lf and full wavele ngth anten nas with half lengt h to r a d ius r atios of 60 a nd 5007l'. These res ults co mpare q ui te closely with t hose obtained from Kin g-Middleton theory.
Introduction
Existing solutions to Hallen 's integr al equation for the curren t distribution on cylindrical antennas fall into two main categories [1, 2): 2 1. Iterative solutions which use an approximatio.n to cylindl:ical. ant~nn a cUl'l'ent as a startin g pomt. SuccessIVe IteratIOns generate improvelllents in the original assump tio n. Approximations are r equired at some stage in t he process if t r actable integrals are to be obtained. The approximations are Do t. sev~re if h/a, the ra tio of antenna half length to radIUs, IS large. J mped an ces 0 btain ed from iterative solutions are in good agreemen t wi.th experimen ts performed on thin antennas. Although successful , iterative solu tions b ecome laborious beyond second or third order, and the approximations become suspect in the case of thick str uctures.
2. Solutions in which the in tegral equation is converted into a set of lin ear simul taneous equations with Fourier coefficients of the curr en t distribu tion as unknowns. T ypical of th ese are the th eories of Storm and Zuhrt. (S trictly speakin g, Zuhr t did no t solve H allen's in tegral equation, bu tone dm'ivable from a somewhat differ ent poin t of view.) Storm approximated matrix elem en ts in his set of equations so that his theory is limited to thin structures. In addition, Storm's theory con tains two rather fundamental errors which , acting in concert, produce fortuitou s r esults. Zuhr t obtained matrix elemen ts by graphical integration, a s ufficiently tedious process to limit his calculations to low order. N either of these solution s fully exploits the Fourier series technique for obtaining the curren t distribu tio n.
' Ve h ave obtained a solu tion similar to Storm's in which computation of matrix elements can be easily don e with high accuracy even for h/a ratios as low as. 8 or 10. M~t: rix inversion is eas ily accomplished WI th modern dIgItal compu ters so th at solu tions of 1 Contribution from . New l\!Jexico State U niv., U niversity Park, N . IV lex. 'This work w as carried out uuder P.O. 15-0079 from Sa ndia Corp.
, FlgW'es In brackets mdlCatc the IL terature refercnces at t hc e nd of t his paper.
5;51273-60--11 high order ar e feasible. We have carried out calculations to 25th order for half and full wavelength an tennas with h/a ratios of 60 and 50071'. R es ults from th c King-Middleto n iterative solu tion compare favorabl y to ours so that their work for h/a 2':
60 has b een checked by comparison with an cxact theory. Although this paper is principally con cerned with develo pin g a Fourier series solu tion, a r easo nably complete treatmen t of iter ative solu tions is included in an attempt to provide a self-co ntained acco unt of cylindrical a ntenna theory. Even with this a im in mind , the treatment of iterative solutions, as well as th e th eories of Storm and Zuhr t, is sufficiently involved that the r eader is refen ed to the origirui1 work for ma ni of the details.
. Statement of the Problem
Vector po tential as a function of position , A (T) , is given in terms of a CLUTent distribution, J (T), by the expression (2.1)
The vector integration in (2.1) must be taken over all sources of the vector potential field and it is this requirement t hat causes a direct solution of a realistic an tenna problem to be exceedingly diffiC ul t. In the case of a cylindrical antenna the integration would have to include currents in the antenna, th e feedin g transmission line, and the oscillator which supplies power to the antenna-transmission line assembly. Every possible combination of antenna, Lransmission line and driving generator would have to be treated a~ a special case a nd a mathematical solution of a ny give n case would bv itself be formidable. An idealized problem can b~ extracted from t his sit uation by consideration of an extremely thin walled t ube of infinite conductivity with a nanow circumferential gap corresponding to the a ntenna terminal zone.
Choosing the conventional cylindrical coordinates, (p, ¢, z) , the antenna is defined by p= a and \z\ ':5, h. A purely hypothetical genera tor is assumed such that the electric field in the gap is azimuthally symmetric. Th e vol tage across the gap is defin ed by V =-J. E sdz, gap (2.2) where E s is the z-component of electric field at p= a. E s is zero outside the gap since the simplifying assumption of perfectly conducting t ube walls has been made. If the gap width is elecrea,sed as V is held constant, we must express E s by E s= -V8( Z) for \z \ ':5,h, (2.3 ) where 8 (z ) is the usual del ta function . Center-fed models will be considered here although this restriction can be removed .
The value of electric fi eld anywhere III space l S given by E = -grad if>-jwA, (2.4 ) wh ere if> is the scalar poten tial. (Time dependence proportional to e Jw t is assumed in all of the relationships used here.) Ecalar potenti al can b e found from the Lorent.z condition
The combination of a tubular model without end caps and the assumption of a symmetric field leads to the con clusion that only t he z-compon ent of A is different from zero sin ce all of the ClUTent sources on the t ubular surface will be in t he z-direction . Equations (2.4 ) and (2.5 ) Sin ce e-j klzl can b e written as cos k z-j sin k \z\, it is easily shown that 01 = O2 + WJ.l.E V /2k. Either expression may be used , the choice between them being only a matter of taste.
Under the assumptions being made, the current ' distribution of th e general formula (2.1) degenerates to a surface distribution, K (zo ). It must be borne \ in mind that the tube has both inner and outer surfaces, and K( z o) is the sum of curren t densities on both surfaces . The field point, r, can be taken at the sl!Tface of the cylinder p= a so that an alternate formula for A s is
where Fo ranges over the antenna surface during the course of the in tegration. Several changes in notation are convenien t at this poin t . The field point is (a, z, ¢ ) and the source point has the coordinates (a. , Zo, ¢o). Only t he differen ce ¢-¢o is of any significance because of the azimuthal symmetry. Therefore , we may set ¢ to zero , change ¢o to ¢ and indi cate the angular integration as alread y performed . The quantity Zo is changed to r so that the subscripts may be avoided in future formulas. Total curren t is given by We now have two formulas for th e smfa ce value of vector potential. One has been derived from the generic formula fOJ' vector potential in terms of current sources by specializing to th e geometry of the problem under consideration . As such it is a general formula for vector potential generated by a ¢-symmetric current in the z-direction on a tubular conductor no matter what other conditions are to be imposed on the problem . On t he other hand, (2.10) provides a vector potential whi ch leads to t he 570 ' ) boundary va lu es of elect ri e fie ld desired in the present p roblem. If these expressions arc equated, an i ntegr al equatio n for t,he CUl'l'ent distribution associated with the cbosen boundary conditions r esults:
It is co nv enient to multiply the previous equation through by jk/wIJ-€ and make the following definition s: a nd
.:OIW =JW.
No ge nerality is lost by letting V = 1. . This completes t be mathematica,l formLLlation of the problem. We arc to consider the solution of
The co nstant C must be determined by the boundary
There is no doubt that the integral equation corresponds exactly to the chosen model. It has ah ead.\' been pointed out that the model docs not correspond to any physically realizable an tenna. Physical antenn as may be either solid or tubular conductor s, and they mayor may not be fed in such a way as to preserve cj>-symmetry.
Lack of symmetry (es exemplified by a linear antenna fed by a two wire lin e) can be rationalized to some extent if ka is small. However, the most serious point is the highly idealized natme of the generator region of the mathematical model. The infini tesimal gap is really a shor t circuit across which a hypothetical but finite vol tage has been impressed . Thus, the input current and admittance of the model are certainly infinite.
I t is not immediately clear that an infinite admittance model can be managed mathematically in such a way as to yield a physically significant finite result. Wu and King have discussed this point in a recent paper l3]. They have shown that the singularity in l (z ) near Z = 0 is logarithmic and of very short range. Thus, according to Wu and King, "since . . . th e singularity actually gives a contribution to the current distribution only in an exceedingly small and physically meanin gless distance of t he order of magnitude h exp (-l /ka ), i t may, in principle simply be subtracted out." According to thi line of reasoning iterative sol utions of the integral equation are successful because t hey are started with a conti nuous approximating function and are carried to such low order that the sin gularity does not develop.
An important aspect of any theory is its relationship to experiment. It is possible to avoid the inherent singulari ty in the current distribution which is a solu tion Lo Hallen's integral eq uation and obtain a finite answer for the theoretical input admittan ce to a cylindrical antenna. The finiteness of the result does not, however, g uarantee that it is physically significant. Experimental antennas must be provided with a realistic terminal zone which is conlIected to a transmission line of some sort. Measured impedances are then complex combinations of antenna and terminal zone effe cts. On e way of extricating these effects is to make a theoretical correction for terminal zone effects on a sequence of ex perimental impedances and extrapola te the corrected data to the limit of a sm all terminal zone . The residual impedance is then supposed to be characteristic of the antenna itself and it is thjs idealized inferen ce from experiment rather than raw data which is to be compared with theory.
An outline of a feasible experimental program will be helpful at this point. Consider the experimental arrangem ent shown in figm'e 1. S:nnmetry allows (O ) obtained in this way is independent of the terminal configuration actually used. We will not attempt to give a mathematical treatment of the experimen tal situation. It is sufficient for our purposes to establish a conceptual foundation for relating theory to experiment as a prelude to subsequent theoretical development. Consider now the sense in which a Fourier series olution for l (z ) "subtracts the singularity." Since the unknown function in (2. 17) is even, it is developed to fini te order as (2.18) A procedme for determining the Fn will be exhibited later. At this point it is sufficient to recall. that t,he sum of a finite number of terms of a Founer senes fits the function being described in a least squares sense. Specifically, (2. 19) is a mll11mUm when the coefficients of fN(l) are Fomier coefficients. In tense, short range variations cannot contribute appreciably to fN(l) (2.20) will be apparently well -behaved in calculations of practically feasible order even though theoretical considerations indicate that the infinite series must diverge.
An extraneous featme of the theoretical model becomes apparent when it is compared to a proposed experimental model. Current on the inner smface of the theoretical model neal' the feed point is r eplaced b y current associated with a r ealizable terminal zone in the experimental model. If ka is less than 2.61a, tube modes are below cutoff and are rapidly damped out [4] . Formulas for removing the inner ClU'rent near z = o from the total clUTent, which is a solution to the integral equation , will be presented later. As might be expected, the correction makes a small difference in theoretical antenna admittance.
Once the singularity near z= o and the tube cmrent are understood and properly removed from the theory the r emaining possibilities for refinement are somewhat limited and consist, for the most part, ot removing the assumption of an infinitesimally thin, perfectly conducting tube. Such considerations would be supererogatory in view of the man y successes of infinite conductivity models in electromagne tic theory.
Solution for the Infinite Cylinder
In subsequent work the CUITent distribution on a finite antenna is expanded in a Fourier series. Such an expansion cannot b e valid for a function containing a singularity unless the singularity is integrable. One expects that J (z) is singular in the neighborhood of the delta generatOl and that the nature of the singularity is independent of antenna length. It can be imagined that the cmrent on a finite antenna is composed of waves emanating from the feedpoint and waves reflected from th e ends of the antenna. Only the outgoing waves are expectp.d to be singular at z= o since they are directly associated with the delta generator. It is instructive to consider the case of the infinite cylinder before proceeding with the solution for a finite antenna . This case can be solved exactly in integral form and the Fourier transform of the current identified from the solution . Asymptotic behavior of the transform gives a clue to the nature of I (z) neal' z= o even for the finite antenna.
ConsideT now t h e integral equa tion formed by equating (2. 11 ) and (2.13),
If h b ecomes infinite there is no mechanism for the forma tion of standing waves on the cylinder. In that event O2 may b e set to zero. The integTal equation becomes (3.2) Solution of this equation is easy if we are armed with the identi ties and
The parameter {3 is given by
Each integral is taken in the complex plane of a along the real axis from -(X) to + (X) with a downward identation at a = -k and an upward indentation at a = + k.
The Fourier transform of I (z) is
,& -'" (3.6) This definition and the identities for g(z-nand
e -ik 1.1 lead to If (3 .7 ) is to be true for all z,
Then the solution of (3.2) is
Since e iaz is the only factor in the integrand containi ng an odd part, (3 .9 ) becomes For the definitiorr of cosine transforms we take
(3.14)
Equations (3 .10) through (3 .14) imply that, foe large a
Inspection of tables of cosine transforms [5] reveals that when a function behaves as In z for small z, its cosine transform behaves as -.J7r/2 a -I for large a.
It follows that for small enough z .4kaV
In the above expression k has been selected as a multiplier for Izl to make the argument of the logarithmic function a pure number. The asymptotic behavior of IcCa ) is of no h elp in deciding whe thel' or not k is a proper choice for this parameter. However, k seems attractive since it is given by k = 27r/' A, and the wavelength is a natural unit of length in radiation problems.
Thel~e is also a som ewhat obscure reason for ehoosing k as a paramete r to convert Izl to nondimensional form. Consider another version of (3 .15 ) If the above argumenLs in favor of choosing (3. 16) for th e form of the sin g ularity arc accepta bl e, we ca n proceed with a n estimate of the range over which th is expressio n is a good a pproxima tio n to anten na c urrent. For this purpose we require an es timate of l (z) outside the range in which the logarithmic function is dominant. It is difficult to obtain sllch an estimate from (3. 10). However, an alternative argume nt can b e constructed. it is known that a n expression of the fOl'm1m sin k (h-lz J) is a fair approximation to ellI'l'ent on a finite antenna over most of its length. It is convenient, rather than necessary, to use knowledge of the fnit e length antenna in estimating the range of the singularity. We now arbitrarily establish the c(,iterion that the logarithmic function is to b e used in the range Izl<7) where 7) is given by This is a small fraction of a wavelength even for quite thick antennas. Moderately large ch anges in 513 \Im\ do not affect this conclusion appreciably.
Further examination of this question would r"lquire analytic or numerical inversion of (3. 10) . Either approach is apparently formidable.
. Iterative Solutions for Finite Antennas
A brief discussion of iterative solutions is provided here as background for the general reader. W eare primarily interested in presenting a critique of the approach rather than compiling a r eport on the voluminous literature of the cylindrical antenna problem. Consequently, the presentation omits many points which are essential to a detailed understanding of the iterative m ethod. It does present a few features which require comment by way of justifying additional consideration of finite antenna th eory.
The first task is to cast eq (2.1 7) into a form suitable for iteration. To that end the quantity
is added and subtracted to the left hand side of (2. 17 ) . It is convenient to abbreviate by letting o cos kz +~ sinlc \z l= P (z).
(4.2 )
With these changes and some elementary transpositions, (2.17 ) can be written
Assuming that w(z, !;) has been selected, a program for obtaining a solution is:
l. Substitute an approximation to j(z) under the integral on the right hand side of C4.3). Denote this zeroth order approximation by jo( z). Carry out the indicated integrations to obtainj) (z) and adjust Oso thatj) ( 
In principle this process may be continued indefinitely with the formula for the Nth approximation 4 .4) subject to j",( + h) = O, which defines ON, the Nth approximation to O. Equation (4.4) is formally true for any w(z, !;). However, it will clearly be to the advantage of the investigator to make a choice which results in rapid convergence of the iterative process. This matter is the raison d'etre of much of the literature of linear antenna theory. manageable integrals is A choice which leads to (4.5) Then (4.6) The kernel g(z-!;) as given by (2.14 ) and (2 .15 ) is difficult to handle. A manageable but crude approximation is
If g(z-n is approximated to this order it is appropriate to approximate WHCZ-n to the same order when it is used in the integrals on the right hand side of (4.4 ), but not in the calculat ion of 1/;11 (z). Then (4.8) becomes the fundamental equation of the iterative program . Equation (4.8) has been used by Hallen in the investigation of linear antenna theory [6] . Equation (4.8 ) can be criticized on two counts. FiTst, the approximation involved in replacing R by simpy Iz-!;I is quite severe. Secondly, w(z, !;) was chosen for its simplicity rather than according to the requirement that the iterative program produce good results in low order. King and Middleton improved the iterative procedure outlined above in that they used a kernel distance (4.9) This is a better approximation to R Lhan is the quantity Iz-!;I.
The second modification introduced by King and Middleton comes from considering the combination of integrals on the right hand side of (4 .3) . Denote these by (4.10) Q(z) can be rewritten as 
Q(z) = I:" [J(!;)g(z-t)-j(z)w(z,!;)]d!;·
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. (4.14)
Using these definitions the intera t iv e program I S based on
Equa tions (4.8) and (4 .15 ) are not quite the form s used by Hcl11en and King-Middleton in their computation al progr ams. To appreciate the n eed for some improv ement consider the boundary condition f( + h) = 0 applied to (4.4) from which (4 .8) and (4.15 ) wer e developed . The r esult of applyin g t he boundary condition is (4.16) (The term. involving IV-l (z) drops out b ecause the boundary condition is applied a t each iter a tion .) Now, P (h) con tains C cos lch and if lch = 7r /2, the constant C disappears completely and (4.16) cannot be satisfied. A revision of t he theory to over come this defect can b e made by subtracting (4.16) from (4.4 ) to obtain
The condition f N (+ h) = 0 is always automatically satisfied by (4.17 ). Equation (4.16) is forced to hold for all N so that C is determined by (4.18)
A zeroth order approximation which atisnes boundary conditions can be obtained directly from 17 ) by omitting the integrals. Then
Additional notation and definitions may be invented so that the r esult of the iterative process can b e cast into series form. T he series can be designed to lead off wi th f o (z) as given by (4.19 ). A sufficien t basis for t he r emaining part of our discussion h as b een displayed fl.t this point.
A noteworthy criticism of the use of Rl has been pr esen t by Gans [7] . Gans correc tly points ou t tha t f " e -;k111
is not a true equation b ecause the righ t hand side has discontinuous deriva tives in z whereas the derivative of t he left hand sid e are con tinuous . H allen claims immunity fr om G ans' criticism on the grounds Lhat h e uses t he di stance I z-r l. I t seems to us that t his prac tice r aises anot her difficul ty. A developmen t similar Lo thaL used in examinin g the sin gularity in fen shows t h at g(z-n is logari thmic n ear z-t = O. The approximaLe k ernel Iz -t l-1 exp (-jlc lz -ti) h as an en tirely differenL kind of sin g ulari Ly . It is ex trem ely doubtful if the H allen theory develops a solu tion to the original integr al equa tion. The e con ider ations lead to a defini te s ta temen t th at (4.2 1) wher e I N(Z) is tak en from either the H allen or King M iddleton form of the theory and f(z) is the correct solution of (4 .3 ). Even t hough one is compelled t o Lhis conclu ion, it is completely irrelevan t because it is entirely possible for (4.22) in low order . If any confusion exists a,bout th is matter it is because many writers (including some authors of senior and graduate level texts) b egin th eir discussion directly with eq (4 .20 ). The only eorrect procedure is to formulate a, problem which is soluble in principle and to introduce judicious approximations as needed during the course of solution .
I terative solutions have the disadvantage that they become tedious in second and third order even if approximations are made. High-order solu tion s with approximate k ernels are not even desirable as they may have nothing to do with the original problem . vYhen all is considered, one needs to know over what range of antenna parameters such solu tions can b e used with confidence. Obviously, the kern els used in Hallen and King-Middleton theory approximate g( z-n over a range comparable to antenna length only if h/a is large. The point at which these theories choice of /0(2) which is used to start the interative process.
. Fourier Series Solutions of Storm and Zuhrt
On e disadvantage of the iterative solu tions discussed in section 1 is that they become extremely tedious beyond second or third order. Storm attempted to invent a theory which could be extended to higher order [ These ranges are ambiguous if z is within 5a of the ends of the antenna since I" must also be restricted to the range -h~l"~h. Presumably we are not to consider valu es of z too close to the ends of the antenna in what follows. Once the approximations are made, the integrations required in (5.4) and (5 .5) can be performed in terms of elementary functions. We shall omit the details and return to consideration of (5.3).
Storm explicitly satisfies (5.3) at N + 2 points and obtains N + 2 equations in N + 2 unlrnowns which ell.
The definition of S n(z) does not change. The new equation to be satisfied is ( z",) . The determinant of the above matrix is idel) t,ically zero ~ ... for any N . If the left ha nd column is replaced by ~ 1\I10 (z",) so that all of B sin k (h-iti) is used, the de- ' (' large N) docs not approtwh zero at the boundane even though it is iden tically zero at z=± h. Th e only way out of this dilemma is t? expand the current ~, ' in fun ctions which arc not iden tlCally zero a.t Z = ± h I and then usc the boundary condition f ( ± h)= O to determine C. An actual calculation to support t hese criticisms is worthwhile . In performing the calculation we used the theory of the next section which is equivalen t to a corrected version of Storm's t heory eve n thou gh everal of the technical details are C lui te different. If this is so it explains why Storm obtained good results with a defective th eor y . Zuhrt consi.dered the problem of developing f ez) in a Fourier series from a somewhat different poin t of view [9] , Instead of con idering a single isolated antenna, he formulated a boundary value problem for an infinite collin ear array of such antennas spaced along th e ~-a~is with cent~rs at Z= ± nd, wh~re cl> h. E ach umt IS center-dnven by a potentIal V n= (-l )n T'o impressed across a gap of finite width . This is the same as Zuhrt's formula except for trivial differences in notation. Zuhrt obtains an Nth order theory by truncating the infinite scheme at Nth order. The integral which defines the matrix elements is difficult to evaluate. Zuhrt resolves this difficulty by resorting to graphical integration. Each coefficient has a real and an imaginm'y part, so that an Nth order theory requires 2N2 graphical integrations, a formidable amount of labor even for small N.
r----,--,-----r--,------,---,--,-----,
Further Development of Fourier Series Solutions
The kernel of Hallen's integral equation,
where represents the radiation at any value of z on a cylinder of radius a from a ring source of radius a located a t r As such it is meaningful in the L entire domain -00< z< + 00 . However, the integral . 
This expression exhibits the difficulties involved in a direct attack. The reader will appreciate that the integration is not trivial. Bohn evaluates (6.5 ) approximately by means of ingenious distortions of ~ { the contoUt' of integration. Details will be omitted J here, it being sufficient for our purpose to note that no investigator to date has been able to obtain the exact coefficients of a double Fourier series representation of g(z-r ).
Fortunately, it is possible to avoid the double Fourier series r epresentation entirely. It is only necessary to make use of the fact that z and renter only as the square of their difference. Thus, g(z-r) is not a generalfunction of (z, r). To proceed, let q ~= (z-r) . The fundamental formula for any coefficient is
An indirect meLhod can be con Ll"u cLed by writing where glm = g (~) in the range 0:::;;~:::;;2h, and is zero outside tllis range , g2m is equal to zero in the range O :::;;~ :::;; 271" and is identical to g(~) in the ran ge 2h :::;;~:::;; 00 .
'rransposition of (6.9 ) gives (6.10) 'rhe symbolic cosille transform of (6. 10) is (6.11 )
The transform of gl (~) and its inverse ~tre given by and. Sille and cosine integml fun cLion s arc dcfined by
G1 (a)
Ci(x) = -r oo ~X.
Jx X VV!Lh the ~Lbove, a few trigonom etric identities, and a few elementary ch a nges of variable, the integration oJ (6.2 1) follow s almost b y: definition, it b ei.n g only ne cessary to exerCIse a httle car e dep endin g on whether a < lc or a > lc. The case of a = lc will r equire special atlention. vVe have
(6.23)
G2(a>lc)~-~~~ {Oi [(a + lc) 2h] + Oi [(a -lc)2h] -jSi[(a + lc)2hJ+ jSi[(a -lc)2h]}. (6.24)
It is convenient to rewrite G(a ) from (6.15 ) separately for the cases a < lc and a> lc. Let i{3 i = b. The phase of {3 has been defined so that {3 = b if a < lc and {3 = -jb if a > lc. Then Now Gz(a < lc ), Gz(a > lc ), G(a < lc ) , G(a > lc) are all singular at a = lc. In the first two functions the singularity co mes from the cosine integral function , in the last two H O(2 ) (ba ) and Ko(ba ) become singular. Sin ce these functions ar e to be sampled at the points r m7rj2h, th e sin gul arities apparently give trouble if h = m)...j4. Actually we are concerned only with the difference G(ex ) -G2(ex ) and this turns out to be finite and independent of whether ex approaches k from above or below. Th e special formula required for the ex = k case is found from combining (6.23) , (6.25 ) and making use of small argument fo rmulas for the various fun ctions involved . Tlle latter are tabulated for the reader's convenience.
For small x,
2
Hd 2 ) (x)~l + j -In -, Ci (x)"-'ln 'Y x. (6.27) 7r 'YX
The logarithmic singularities subtract off in G(ex) -(J2(ex) and one obtains
,27r
'Y a ) (6. 28)
The same result can be obtained by using (6.24) , (6.26) , and the small a. rgumcnt formulas for I o(ba) and Ko(ba).
The degree of approximation in the above formulas may b e improved by calculatin g the cosin e transforms of the correction terms in (6.20 ) . The next term to be included is (6.29) which reduces to trigonometric functions, sine integral functions and cosine integral functions. All higher order correction terms may be similarly treated.
Thus, an expansion of g( z-!;) in the form (6.7) can be achieved and the coefficients can be calculated with any desired degree of accuracy. It will be convenient in what follows to re-define Do so that the leading term can be included under th e summation sign. If this is done r pn and the theory would be laborious except in low order. However, (6.41) contains only two nonzero (Or terms! To appreciate this fact consider the set of functions {cos(m7r z/2h) } which appear in the expansion of K(z, t). These fun ctions are complete on 0::; z::; 2h. They appeared in the th eory because we "I expand ed a function of (z -t ). Clearly since m is either even or odd, this basic set of functions can be divided into two subsets {cos m7rz/h } and {cos(2m + 1) • 7r z/2h }. Both of the s ubsets are complete and 1 orthogonal on the range where they are actually used . In a sense we can refer to (6.32) as an overcomplete expansion of K(z,t). Therefore, the sum-( mation in (6.4 1) can be broken into two parts, one for m even, the other for m odd, and reduced to (6.42) .~
The set of equfttions generated by (6.40) as p ranges from zero to infinity can be cast in matrix :> form as rF=Or+v, (6.43) where r is a matrix of the r p,, ; F , T , and v are column vectors.
"?
Th e method of obtaining simultaneous equations from (6.34) used here is form ally equivalen t to ftny oth er method which might b e used. Consider multiplying (6:34) by Xp (z) and integrating on z from \ . -h to 11" where Xl) (z) is arbitrary. Now Xv (z) can b e expanded in the set {cos (2p + 1)7rzj2h ) so that the set of equations obtained by using Xp (z) is a \. linear combination of the equations represented by , (6.43 ). An Nth order colocation scheme is equlva- The form al solution of (6.43) in term s of r -1 is sim ply (6 .44) We have not been able to di scover a gell eral form for r -1 • Consequently, it has been necessary to truncate th e syste m of equations to finite order and invert fu1ite matrices using digital computer m ethods. 4 This procedure is a ca use of so me concern in thctt there are apparently no maLhematical th eorems ;7 whi ch justify th e ass umpLion t ha t a sequence of such inverses converges to th e inverse of th e infinite matrix. However , there is evidence th ftt the procedure being used h ere produ ccs th e corrcct solutiou of Hallen 's in tegral equation (6 .45) 4 N um erical inversion of t he required matrices WflS accompl ished on the In )"l "' . " "" , " HH"" ,~"m "om,"'" H, <liM e","m""" 58 1
The Nth approximation to j( z) given by the compu tfttional program is
The lead in g tcrms of (6.46 ) arc not a good approximation to a ntenn a current. Consequently, this r eprescn tation is slowly convergent. To improve convergence ft good low order approximation to j(z) was chosen , and expanded in a series n = l\T x(z)= L, X " cos (n7rzjh). (6 .4 7) n=O Candid ates for the role of x(z) arc the classical sinusoidal distribution, the zeroth order approximation from an iterative solution , th e King-1ifiddle-ton modified zeroth order ftpproxim atio n, or a n ew low order approximation by R. W. P . King referred to by its auLhor as the " quasi-zero th order approximation" [11 1 . , life have used the latter. On ce the choice h as been made and .X " h ave b ee n calculated, (6.46 ) is modified to r ead
n =O (6 .48) , lIfhen the boundary conditionj(h)= O is imposed, one obtains an Nth order approximation to 0 fronl. (6 .49) By lettin g N = O, 1,2, . . . , N, (6.49) can b e used to generate a sequence, (6.50) Now an Nth order solution should be r egftrded as the first N terms of a solution of infinite order, only t he lat ter solution involves th e Fourier series for j (z) . The Fourier series is unique and logically it must be in terms of 0 00 , The most direct method of determining 0 00 is to plot the ftbove sequ en ce versus l in and extrapolate. Unfortun ately, the sequence of 0 values obtained from the boundary condition oscillates and the extrapolation is subj ect to large error. This difficulty can be overcom e by applying a Ceasaro transformation to the sequen ce of 0 values to form a new sequ ence which converges to the sftme limit. The transformed sequence plots a smooth curve against l in , the extr apolated limi t of which is tak en to be 0 00 • A graph of a typical treatmen t of 0 is shown in figure 4. . 250'c----,---,.----,---,----.------, --- 
Our final expression for j(z) is
This expression does not quite satisfy the boundary condition j( + h) = 0. However, except 1'01' tnmcation errors which affect only the last two or three of the. Fn appreciably, it represen ts an estimate of the first N terms of a solution of infinite order. Readers who may prefer an expression which satisfies the boundary condition exactly in Nth order should be reminded once again that a finite number of terms of a Fourier series provides a least squares best fit over tb e en tire range of the function b eing represented. This type of fit is to be preferred over one which is identically equal to the fun ction at one point.
The admittance of the antenna is now simply
The functionj(r) is proportional to the Sllm of the currents on both the inner and outer surfaces of the tubular conductor. It was pointed out earlier that only the current on the outer surface and not the tube current is to be associated with the experimental admittance of the antenna.
The (6.56) As a conseque~e of the .p-symmetry, ollly the .p-component of H is different from zero, and is given by (6. 57)
The surface current density on the outer s lu'face of the tube is obtained from the boundary condition n x lI =K, and the current distribution along th e ~ outer surface is 
Results
We have applied the theory to half and full '. wavelength antennas with h/a= 60 and 5007r, respectively. In each case the calculations wer e p erformed at 25th order. Correction terms from (6.30) '''ere included in the calculation so that each , .1 matrix element is accurate to one part in 10 5 • Graphs of total current and plots of total admittance versus order are shown (figs. 5 to 12 ). In c; the latter graphs, an nth order admittance is obtained by using the first n terms of a 25th order solution.
Comparison of these results with those of the • King-Middleton th eory in terms of impedance are shown in table 2.
King-Middleton impedances in table 2 were ob-!. tained by graphical in terpolation of tables given in reference [2] . Resistances of the half wavelength structures are from third order solutions. Other quantities from King-Middleton theory are second l order. Our own ZT for the full wavelength antenna with hja= 60 is obtained by extr l1polating the current graph to 2= 0. The current distribution on a full wavelength structure does not have zero slope at the ori.gi.n as do the cosine terms used to describe it. Consequently, many cosin e tenns are required for high accuracy, especially in the tr eatment of a thick structure. The inner current correction is entirely negligible for structures with hja= 500 7r; it is still small for hja= 60 . 2X I0 3, -------,--------,--------,-------,------- I t can b e seen from the graphs of admittance versus order that, except for thick full w' avelength structures, 25 terms are excessive for h/a> 60. T hus, a great deal of margin for the study of thicker antennas is inherent in 25th order solutions. Studies of full wavelength antennas lVith h/a< 60 will r equire more than 25 terms or further modification of some of the technical details of the theory.
